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4- Birds on Farms and in Zoos 
MOST CHILDREN who live in rural areas are well accustomed to chickens, 

ducks, and other domesticated birds as part of the daily scene. To city dwellers these 
creatures may seem even more remote than the wild birds, which at least make their 
home in parks of metropolitan areas. But whether farm birds are intriguingly distant or 
familiar to the point of being commonplace, they repay close observation. 

We think of chickens as being very timid, in fact, "chickenhearted." Yet they 
become exciting personalities when two roosters engage in a duel. The two antagonists 
face each other with lowered heads, then each strikes out with his wing spurs, tears his 
opponent with his leg spurs, and tries to seize him by the back of the neck with his beak. 
Roosters are unbelievably tenacious fighters, going after each other with brutal abandon. 
Though roosters fight it out for barnyard supremacy, they display equal spirit against 
rats, skunks, hawks, and other marauders. 

Chickens have a varied and eloquent language all their own. The rooster's crow 
is unmistakably boastful, challenging. When a hen is setting, she sounds irritable; when 
her chicks have hatched, her voice takes on a triumphant note. When she is enjoying the 
sun in the company of other hens, she sounds pleasantly chatty; when frightened, she 
squalls. Listening to these notes and others as well, and interpreting them, is an 
interesting pastime for youngsters. 

TURKEYS-THE PILGRIMS PRIDE 
The turkey gobble is possibly the most famous of all bird sounds. The tom 

"gobbles" aggressively as he struts and displays his beauty to a flock of hens. He lifts his 
beautiful tail feathers in a semicircular fan, sticks out his breast, and makes a handsome 
ruff by raising the iridescent plumage about his neck. 

The Bronze Turkey: There is a bronze breed of turkey that has a very close 
resemblance to the North American wild turkey. 

From its neck halfway to the middle of its back the plumage is bronze, glittering 
with green and purple tones. Each feather is tipped with a narrow black band. The breast 
plumage is the same. As for the lower back, it is black except for a bronze edging on 
each feather. The long quills on the wings are crossed with black-and-white bands, and 
each feather of the fan-shaped tail is banded with black and brown and at the end has a 
black bar tipped with white. 

The hen's plumage is similar in color-except that her breast, neck, and wings are 
not so brilliant, being dimmed by a line of white at the tip of each feather. The warty, 
wrinkled skin over the head and neck of both sexes is colorful: bluish white on the crown, 
grayish blue about the eyes, and the rest red. In the male the colors are more vivid. 

Turkey with Trimmings: Turkeys have several distinctive Trimmings." The 
wattle (as in chickens) is a hanging fold below the throat. Above the beak is the 
"caruncle," a fleshy, pointed knob which on the gobbler is long enough to fall over, and 
hang below, the beak. When the bird is angry, both these parts swell and turn a more 
brilliant red. 

On all toms, and occasionally on a hen, you will see a "beard"-a bunch of black 
bristles hanging from the center of the breast. These hang limply when the birds are 
feeding, but when a gobbler struts, he thrusts the beard forward. 
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How the Turkey Got Its Name: Despite the Thanksgiving lore absorbed at 
school-or perhaps because of it-your youngster may raise this point: "Did the Pilgrims 
have to go out and shoot turkeys? Didn't they raise them on their farms?" 

The answer is rather complex. When the early Spanish explorers -, came to 
Mexico they discovered a breed of turkeys with white-tipped tail feathers and took some 
of them back to Europe. About a century later, the Pilgrims brought domesticated 
descendants of these turkeys to eastern North America. There, as well as farther to the 
west, turkeys with brown-tipped feathers were to be found in a wild state. Thus the 
Pilgrims had the white-tipped turkeys in captivity, but they filled their larder by hunting 
brown-tipped ones as well. 

Apparently this Western bird was given an Oriental name in the course of its 
travels from continent to continent. When it first appeared in Europe it was confused 
there with the guinea cock, an African bird that was imported by way of the Turkish 
dominions. While the two kinds of birds were later distinguished from each other, the 
name "turkey" was kept for the American bird. 

The Sun Dance: Turkeys, wild or domesticated, have a curious custom-a "sun 
dance." While dawn is still faint in the sky, the birds gather and begin high-stepping flip-
flop motions. As they jump up and down with wings lifted, the hens call quit, quit, and the 
males accompany them with a high-keyed rattle. No sooner does the sun show above 
the horizon than the dance ends as abruptly as it began. 

DUCKS, TAME AND WILD 
In your study of wild bird life you may find that water birds are on the whole less 

accessible than land birds. The duck is an excellent representative of the water dwellers 
that you can observe at close range by visiting a barnyard. When you see a duck on 
shore you may have a good look at its legs, which partly explain its prowess in the water. 
You will notice that the duck's '* short legs are set wide apart and far back on its body. 
The three front toes are joined by a tough skin or web. These admirably adapted legs 
and feet make perfect paddles in the water. 

Domesticated ducks have modest needs in the way of shelter; a low open shed 
to protect them from snow and driving rains is sufficient. Their thick feathers and down 
form an almost weatherproof coat which shields them from the foulest weather. 

The Muscovy Duck: Ducks are raised more commonly for meat than for their 
eggs, though some breeds are good egg producers. There are ten outstanding varieties 
of ducks that are widely bred for meat, eggs, or both. One of the most interesting to 
observe is the "Muscovy" variety, which despite its name is native to Latin America. It 
cannot quack in the familiar manner of most ducks. Instead, it makes a hoarse, raucous 
hissing sound; and it has the further peculiarity of wagging its tail from side to side like a 
dog. The Muscovy duck is a better flier than other domestic ducks, and it is not unusual 
to see one perched on top of a barn. Muscovys are almost completely self-supporting. 
They make their own nests, hatch their young, and raise them with no more than a feed 
of corn once or twice a day. 

Fresh-Water and Salt-Water Ducks: As the ancestors of our domestic breeds, 
wild ducks are among the better known of bird families. You may have some conflicting 
stories to straighten out about them. Your boy may say: 

"Ducks are good divers." 
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His pal contradicts: "I've watched them! They never do any, thing more than stick 
their heads under water and raise their tails. I don't call that diving." 

Actually both boys may be right; there are two groups or subfamilies of ducks, 
each with different habits. One group lives in rivers and ponds, the other in bays and the 
open sea. The pond and river ducks do very little diving. They dabble along the shore 
and probe down into the mud where the water is shallow. The sea ducks, however, are 
expert divers. They may go under water 150 feet or more! 

The canvasback is probably the most familiar of the sea ducks. One of the best 
known of the river and pond group is the mallard: Many varieties of domestic ducks are 
descended from this bird. 

GEESE - AND HOW TO KNOW THEM 
"What's the difference between a duck and a goose?" is a question that might 

readily occur to any boy or girl. There is much about either animal that suggests the 
other, and it is true that they both belong to the same bird family. Still, a duck is a duck 
and a goose is a goose! The goose is more of a "landlubber" than the duck and feeds 
more on land vegetation. Its beak is harder, and less flat in appearance, than a duck's. 
The legs of the goose are not placed so far back on its body, so that geese are able to 
walk and run more freely than ducks. 

While male and female ducks are easily distinguished by the usual sex difference 
in coloration, geese are alike in color. (The gander, however, is larger than his mate. He 
shares the responsibility of incubating the eggs and helps to care for the goslings.) 
Finally, geese usually have longer necks than ducks. All these distinctions add up to a 
difference which your boy or girl will easily notice.  

Domestic geese have largely lost their power of flight, but in; other ways they 
suggest their wild relatives. They honk to each other in expressive goose language. 
Mother and father bird are; devoted to each other and to their young. They proudly take 
their goslings to the pond for the first swimming lesson and gently push them in with their 
bills if they hesitate. 

It is not uncommon for a wild goose that has been injured or 5 become overtired 
to join a domestic flock along the path of its flight. But usually after a season "the call of 
the wild" is so strong that it will join any flock that happens along-unless the farmer has 
clipped its wings. 

"Silly Goose!": Have you ever called your child a "silly goose"? This widely used 
expression is strangely inappropriate, for geese usually seem to know just what they 
want and how to go about getting it. Some people contend that geese are among the 
smartest of all animals. 

A goose named Simon who lived on a farm I often visited well deserved this 
reputation. He appointed himself guardian of the small boy of the family, he would take 
no nonsense from the dog, and he "policed" the barnyard in such a way that we liked to 
imagine him in a cap and badge. Even the adults of the family hesitated to do anything 
out of the ordinary routine for fear of provoking Simon's displeasure. 

Geese react resourcefully under danger. A goose is quick to dive under water if it 
is wounded. Then, with its body just below the surface and only its bill exposed, it heads 
for shore where it tries to hide among the brush and grass. 
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Both goose and gander will defy a suspected enemy by opening the mouth and 
hissing violently. Nor is this loud "talk" a bluff. A gander is able to seize many smaller 
adversaries in his strong hard bill and beat them to death with his wings. 

 
The Canada Goose: There are several species of wild geese on the North 

American continent, but probably none are more widely known than the Canada goose. 
At one season or another this bird may be found from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, 
and from, the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic. 

In the northern part of its range, when the days grow shorter and a hint of frost 
warns that winter is approaching, the leaders of the flocks spur their followers to action. 
These leaders are usually old ganders that have trekked down the continent and back 
many, times. 

The birds soar skyward. High above the ground they form two' lines which join to 
form a large V, with the lead-gander at the,, forward point. His strength enables him to 
make the initial break', in the air mass. He starts off with spirited honks and is frequently 
answered by the birds behind him as if by way of assurance that "all's well!" 

As a rule, migrating geese rest at night. As sundown approaches, the leader 
looks for a suitable lake and glides down to it in a long incline, followed by the flock. 
However, if no safe landing place'; is found, a flock of Canada geese may stay in the air 
for more than, twenty-four hours. It has been calculated that they sometimes fly,, a 
thousand miles without a stop! 

THE GRACEFUL SWANS 
The swan belongs to the bird family that includes the duck and the goose. Swans 

also favor the V formation in which migrating flocks travel. Both the male and the female 
swan are noted for their lovely white plumage and their tranquil grace in the water. 
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In olden times the striking beauty of the swan was a favorite theme of many 
myths, legends, and fairly tales, and to this day every child is familiar with the classic 
story of the Ugly Duckling. Anyone who has ever seen a swan can understand its hold 
on the imagination of noted composers and masters of the ballet. The famous ballerina 
Pavlova, who scored her greatest successes in a composition called The Swan, was 
very fond of swans and kept them as pets for many years. 

PIGEONS 
Their Courtship Antics: While watching pigeons, you have probably wondered 

at their occasionally odd antics. Sometimes you may see one pecking at another bird's 
head and pushing it around for apparently no reason at all. But there is a reason, and a 
compelling one: The "pusher" is a cock bird and the "pushed" is a hen. The pecking and 
pushing are part of the cock's breeding display. The cock coos much louder than the 
hen, and while he is performing his courtship dances the hen usually feigns indifference 
and walks away from the male who is striving so hard to make an impression. 

Where Pigeons Are Found: You may encounter pigeons on farms or in city parks. 
They have adapted themselves so successfully to city life that they are often a distinct 
nuisance in cluttering and soiling buildings. And sometimes their cooing outside the 
windows of a humdrum business office can take on a weird unearthly quality! But 
children love these birds, and "feeding the pigeons" has become almost a national sport. 

There is nothing novel about this, for pigeons have been popular domestic birds 
for many centuries: There were pigeon fanciers in ancient Rome. All our present 
domestic varieties have been developed from the rock pigeon, a wild species found in 
many parts of Europe and Asia. 

There are vast numbers of pigeons in America, but they also dwell in all parts of 
the temperate and tropical regions of the world, existing in the greatest quantity and 
variety in the Eastern Hemisphere, particularly in the Australian and Malayan regions. 

The Homing Pigeon: This remarkable variety was developed during the Middle 
Ages, when there was a lack of dependable means of communication. A warrior or 
traveler would take several of these pigeons when setting out on a journey. After a few 
days' travel, he would attach a letter to one of the birds, which on being released would 
fly straight back to his family at home. Later he would send back more letters with the 
other birds. Today, champion homing pigeons can fly at the rate of almost a mile a 
minute, keeping up that amazing pace for several hours!  

At the Zoo 
OSTRICHES-THE WORLD'S LARGEST BIRDS 
Even when birds are extremely rare, children may become acquainted with them 

through pictures and stories or, better still, see them in the flesh in some of our larger 
zoos. You may find the great bird of Africa, the ostrich, in many zoos-though not all of 
them are able to accommodate very large or rare species. 
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The ostrich is the largest living bird: A full-grown male measures about eight feet 

from its toes to the crown of its head. Its wings are so small in relation to the size of its 
body that a child readily realizes that the ostrich is a flightless bird. But nature has 
compensated, as it so often does when an animal has some lack or defect, by 
developing other traits which help in survival. We see this compensation in the case of 
the small-winged ostrich; it has tremendously powerful legs on which it can travel as 
much as thirty miles an hour. 

The Huge Ostrich Egg: In keeping with its size the ostrich lays eggs that are 
about eighteen times larger than a chicken's egg. A family group of ostriches is made up 
of a cock and several hens. The hens all lay their eggs in one large depression scooped 
out of the sand. One of the hens covers the eggs during the day, but the father takes 
over the task at night. 

The Maligned Ostrich: When you go to see the ostrich, your child is almost 
certain to ask about the bird's reputation for stupidity. The ostrich gets this reputation 
because of the widespread notion that it believes itself hidden when it sticks its head in 
the sand. Though this story is well entrenched in people's minds, it is completely false. 
This fable is probably based on the fact that when an ostrich chick is alarmed, it flops to 
the ground and extends its long neck flat along the surface. 
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PEACOCKS-NATURE'S GORGEOUS SPECTACLE 
Even when he is not "displaying," the peacock is a handsome bird. But if you are 

lucky enough to catch him in the act of courting, you can see one of the most beautiful 
sights of the bird world. 

The male and female may be walking quietly side by side when suddenly there is 
a rattling of quills as the male shakes out the feathers of his train. With a few stiff-legged 
steps he puts himself ahead of his companion. Then, with a dramatic sweep of the long 
feathers which trail behind him, he wheels in front of her, lifts and spreads his gorgeous 
fan. This fan is not made of his true tail feathers, which are stiff and blackish and entirely 
concealed. The true tail feathers support the fan when the long brilliant feathers are held 
erect. 

This unforgettable performance will bring home to your child just what we mean 
when we say that somebody "struts like a peacock." Incidentally, the other members of 
the pheasant family, to which the peacock belongs, are also given to the display habit. 
All the males are noted for their colorful plumage and dazzling displays. A curious final 
detail: the voice of the peacock is not in keeping with its appearance, being shrill and 
unpleasant. 

PENGUINS-BIRDS THAT SWIM BUT CAN'T FLY 
The penguin is a prime favorite with children because of its comical and 

ingratiating appearance. Penguins are paradoxical creatures: though they cannot fly, 
they are accomplished swimmers) Aside from diving into the water to catch fish for food, 
they love to swim for the fun of it. 

Laying Eggs on Ice: The largest kind of penguin, the "emperor," has an average 
weight of seventy pounds. Unlike some other species, it is a true antarctic bird. The 
female lays her egg on ice; then, to prevent its freezing, she tucks it in a fold of skin 
between her legs and crouches low over it. The male has a similar fold of skin, and the 
parents take turns shielding the egg so that it never comes in contact with the ice long 
enough to freeze. 

Where Penguins Live: Most of us have the impression that all penguins are 
native to the ice barriers along the coast of Antarctica. There are sixteen or more 
species of penguins, and it is true that most of them live in the frozen wastes of the far 
South. However, some penguins live near the tropical belts, with one species actually at 
the equator, on the Galapagos Islands. 

STORKS AND MORE STORKS 
You may see at the zoo a grotesque-looking bird which, according to a sign, is a 

stork; but it appears quite different from the storks that have been described in stories 
and fables you have read. 

A close look at the sign may then reveal you are looking at a jabiru stork. This is 
one of twenty or more different kinds of stork. It stands between four and five feet in 
height, and is striking in appearance because its white plumage forms a strong contrast 
to its bare head and neck, which are black. Its homeland is South America. To Africa 
belongs another type of stork-the "shoebill," with its bill as prominent as its name 
suggests. Exquisitely soft "marabou" feathers are taken from the marabou stork of Africa 
and India. Oddly enough, it is among the ugliest of birds, with its head bare of feathers 
and a large bare pouch hanging from its throat. Also found in Africa and Asia, as well as 
in Europe, are black storks, handsome birds with red legs and beak. 
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The "good luck" bird, the stork associated with children (Dutch children for many 
generations have chanted a verse to this stork asking for a little brother) is white. In 
Denmark, Germany, Holland, and Turkey, where white storks breed, people eagerly at-
tempt to persuade them to settle on their housetops. It is an old custom for the Dutch to 
erect large wooden boxes or platforms above their chimneys as a nesting site. Once a 
nest has been used by a pair of storks, they return to it year after year. They repair it by 
adding sticks and reeds, and after a number of seasons, the nest may be several feet 
high. During breeding season they make a loud clapping noise with their beaks, but 
aside from this they are silent. They display great affection for their babies; and the 
Hebrew name, chasidah, given this stork, signifies "kindness" or "mercy." 

CANARIES-FAVORITE PETS 
The companionship of one of these cheerful songsters has been a boon to many 

otherwise lonely people. For several hundred years canaries have been the most 
popular of all bird pets. Today we have about fifty different domestic kinds, each with 
distinctive coloring and markings. Aside from the familiar yellow canaries, you may see 
others with blue-gray, white, cinnamon-brown, and a number of other tones. 

Keeping a caged pet makes it very convenient for you to observe at close range 
many phases which are common to both domesticated and wild birds. A canary begins 
to molt about the middle of July and continues to exchange old feathers for new until the 
end of summer. If the bird starts losing its feathers after this normal molt, the chances 
are that it is being subjected to cold drafts or to extreme variations of heat and cold. 

Where Canaries Come From: Originally canaries came from the Canary Islands 
off the west coast of Africa. (The islands in turn get their name from the Latin word canis-
"dog"-because of an unusual breed of large dogs.) But the islands stopped exporting the 
birds many years ago, and canaries are bred extensively in America and Europe. The 
wild canary's upper plumage is olive green; its breast is golden yellow. 

Singing and Sex Differences: The canary's popularity is based on song rather 
than looks. There are many variations in voice quality and type of song, with the "roller" 
canary rated as the outstanding songster of the canary family. A first-rate roller sings 
from ten to fourteen different notes in connected or "rolling" phrases, performing with his 
beak closed. The general style of singing is inherited, but the breeder trains the young 
males to establish their song properly by exposing them to the influence of a tutor bird 
for about three months. 

Male canaries are the leading singers; but this is not necessarily a guide to the 
sex of an individual bird, as some females also sing. An experienced breeder verifies a 
bird's sex by holding the canary in his hand and gently feeling its abdomen. The casual 
observer can be guided by these points: The male is usually slightly larger than the 
female; its head is somewhat larger; the eye is not only larger, but bolder as well; and 
the male's call is louder and more musical. 

PARROTS-MASTERS OF MIMICRY 
The parrot has a very special appeal for us because of its talking ability, which 

bridges the gap in a way between "dumb" animals and humans. 

Children are often disappointed when they realize that instead of conversing with 
them, the parrot is merely imitating sounds, copying words or laughter as it might mimic 
a bird melody if it were a song bird. But this disappointment may be softened by the 
discovery that the parrot is exceptionally intelligent for an animal. (Do you remember 
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Long John Silver's parrot Captain Flint in Treasure Island with his repeated cry of 
"Pieces of eight! Pieces of eight!"?) A favorite method of teaching a parrot is to hide from 
its view and repeat several words frequently, slowly, and always in the same tone. 

Members of the Parrot Family: Parakeets, which are related to the parrots, vary 
in size-but most of them are small, some no larger than a sparrow. Though parakeets 
can also learn to talk, it is not so easy to understand them, for they speak very rapidly 
and in high-pitched voices. Distinguishing between the parrots and the parakeets is 
something of a problem, as there is no sharp dividing line between the two groups. All of 
them are birds of the forest; they are poor walkers but good fliers and climbers; all eat 
fruit and seeds. 

Other relatives are the macaws (largest and most brightly colored of the family) , 
cockatoos, cockateels, lories, lorikeets, conures, and the interestingly named lovebirds, 
noted for their affectionate nature. The Amazon parrot is a popular cage bird, especially 
the species with blue markings on its face. It is a very efficient talker, though the African 
gray parrot is considered the champion in this respect. 

 

 

 


